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Heres How To Get Unlimited New Visitors To Your Websites Without Paying A Penny (Other Than Video

Production Costs) Using Free Online Video Sites Like YouTube... Dear Fellow Marketer, Does it ever feel

like it is getting harder and harder to get new, qualified buyers to your websites to buy your products and

services? Does it seem like search engine optimization actually is rocket science and other traffic

generation methods like pay-per-click or banner advertising are always costing you more money? If so,

youre not alone. New Report Reveals An Amazing Source Bursting With Traffic That Few Marketers Are

Using... Did you know that YouTube serves up over 200 million video clips per day? Its true...people are

flocking to online video sites in droves, and they are watching so many videos, that even network

television is worried that theyll become obsolete. Its so wonderful because barely any marketers really

know how to use it as a promotional method. Simply put, creating 1 video promotion today can potentially

get you hundreds of thousands of visitors to your websites in the future...And its totally free because

these sites pay for all of the bandwidth, hosting and traffic to your video promotion. And thats why its

important that you learn about this new medium today...so that you can take advantage of it and advertise
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your products and services with short video clips, without paying any fees per viewer (Before it gets

played out like all the other website promotion tactics). But Creating Those Promotional Videos And

Learning How To Optimize Them To Get Thousands Of Views Is The Hard Part... It could take you years

and can cost you a small fortune to figure out just the right video creation and promotion techniques that

make some online video promotions work - while others flop. But instead of knocking yourself out trying to

come up with just the right video promotion strategy, you can now have it inside a new eBook called:

TUBE TRAFFIC Inside this eBook, youll learn: How to do important keyword research on YouTube before

you ever start to plan your videos (picking great keywords to tag your videos with). The most important

information to look at when researching. What types of videos are popular? Learn the 10 important

factors that are part of almost all wildly popular videos. Want people who watch your video to go to your

website? Learn where in the video should you put your website URL. Everything you need to know about

how to brand the video with your company name and site URL using free (and easy to use) video editing

software. The secret to increasing your video views with custom thumbnail images. How to build your own

niche video community on YouTube with the groups feature. Explained: The 5 minute process to create a

custom profile and your own custom channel information (This will give you a big advantage when people

sort for Channels, Groups, and Playlists). How to to add effects like titles, credits, transitions, and

soundtracks to make your video an exciting multimedia experience. The secret of viral videos: Learn what

makes people send YouTube videos to their friends, family and coworkers. How to use videos as a sales

device on your company website (even if people dont find your video while searching YouTube, you can

still use video to increase sales). What you should absolutely NOT do after youve uploaded your video.

You dont want to miss this: Where to get amazing software which can animate a human face into realistic

looking cartoon. Multiply your efforts with a list of more than 20 other very popular free online video sites.
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